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in addition to the on-track action, there are also challenges in the off-track mode that consist of both
a multiplayer race, and a series of practice challenges. in multiplayer, a network of players can race
against each other, with the top players progressing to the championship. in practice, players can

select challenges that test their control of the car, for example, without the need for an opponent. for
example, players can choose to make their car slow down before a turn or make it go faster, and

progress up through the difficulty levels, to hone their skills in the process. you can also try out new
cars and courses in the test drive area. this feature is a good way of seeing how your car handles on

a specific circuit. one of the most important new features is the user-generated content. several
mods of cars or tracks have been created, and you can download them directly to your pc. some of
the mods are free, others come with a price tag. in fact, there is so much content available that you

can spend weeks exploring everything that is included. its hard to resist buying all of the content
once you have tried it. everything from cars to tracks to mods are included. no matter your racing

experience, you will find something to enjoy with rfactor 2. it is important that you are aware of the
differences between the real world and the virtual world. in the real world you can not run a car on
concrete, and that is the case here. to ensure that your car gets a fair chance in the simulation, you
will need to make sure that you are using a legal tire. concrete and asphalt is legal, but any other
surfaces are not. in the world of rfactor2, you can only race on asphalt, concrete or dirt. asphalt is

the first surface that is simulated, but asphalt is not real. concrete is very slow, but you can drive on
concrete to test and tune your cars. dirt is the easiest surface to drive on, but it still lacks a bit of

realism. it is good for tuning, but cars will be much faster on asphalt. if you have the time and
budget, you should upgrade to a faster asphalt-only surface. each surface has its own advantages

and disadvantages.
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welcome to iracing 2021 season 1! this season release is one of our biggest yet, including something
for your favorite license type. we have added three new vehicles, two new or fully updated tracks,
and three new track configurations! but wait, there's more: tire updates on many cars, multiple tire

compounds for the dallara ir18, competition-focused improvements for the new damage model,
cross-license racing, the 3d car viewer, and much more! some highlights include: dallara ir-01 dirt
modified (two classes!) lamborghini huracn gt3 evo cedar lake speedway long beach street circuit
(fully updated!) brands hatch circuit - rallycross charlotte motor speedway - rallycross irwindale

speedway - figure eight jump cross-license racing 3d car viewer new ai racing content (four vehicles
and two tracks!) tire updates on many cars wall proximity aerodynamics effects for a number of

stockcars custom competitive setups for a variety of vehicles significant new damage model updates
night lighting improvements russian spotter pack multiple tire compounds for the dallara ir18 new
damage model added to the dallara ir18 season 3 will also include rfactor2's next major update in

years, which is the introduction of a new and highly requested feature: dynamic & dynamic daylight.
this new feature will bring dynamic lighting effects to the world of rfactor2. in the near future,

rfactor2 will be integrating the new f1 2020 product, which means we'll be able to drive the 2019 f1
cars in the rfactor mod! the ability to drive the new f1 2019 cars is something that we are very

excited to offer the rfactor community in the near future. 5ec8ef588b
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